
Electrolysis of Water  

The Composition of Water. Water was long thought to be a simple substance, but 

toward the end of the eighteenth century it was found to consist of two quite different 

substances, oxygen (O) and hydrogen (H.) 

1. What is the formula for water? 

 

If we send an electric current through water (acidulated to make it a good 

conductor), we see bubbles of gas rising from the end of the wire by which the current 

enters the water, and other bubbles of gas rising from the end of the wire by which the 

current leaves the water. These gases have evidently come from the water and are the 

substances of which it is composed, because the water begins to disappear as the gases 

are formed. If we place over each end of the wire an inverted jar filled with water, the 

gases are easily collected. The first thing we notice is that there is always twice as much 

of one gas as of the other; that is, water is composed of two substances, one of which is 

always present in twice as large quantities as the other. 

2. Which element do you think there will be more of? 

 

3. Is the splitting of water a chemical change or a physical change?  How do you 

know? 

 

On testing the gases into which water is broken up by an electric current, we find 

them to be quite different. One proves to be oxygen, a substance with which we are 

already familiar. The other gas, hydrogen, is new to us and is interesting as being the 

lightest known substance, being even "lighter than a feather." 

4. Is hydrogen more or less dense then air? 

 

5. How should we hold the test tube when igniting it?   

 

An important fact about hydrogen is that in burning it gives as much heat as five 

times its weight of coal. Its flame is blue and almost invisible by daylight, but intensely 

hot. If fine platinum wire is placed in an ordinary gas flame, it does not melt, but if 

placed in a flame of burning hydrogen, it melts very quickly. 

 

 
Procedure:  

1. Set up the clamps so that the bottom of 2 test tubes will be under water in the 

beaker.  

 

2. Fill two test tubes with water.   Tip the test tubes upside down into the water and 

place it into a beaker full of water.  That way the water won’t spill out of the test 

tubes.  Be sure that the test tubes have no air in them.  Attach the test tubes upside 

down to the clamps in the cork boards. 

 



2. Set up an electrode to each test tube by jamming it between the test tube and the 

clamp on the outside.    The j hooks should rest in the bottom of the each test tube.   

If you put the j hooks near each other you could cause the hydrogen to ignite! 

 

3.  Pure water is not a conductor so you need to add baking soda.  Stir in about 10 

mL (1 table spoon). 

 

4. Create a full circuit between one j hook the battery and the 2nd j hook. 

 

Label the following diagram:  Hydrogen, Oxygen, + Terminal, - Terminal, Draw in 

a battery and a complete circuit.  Hint: Hydrogen is positively charged so it will 

evolve from the negative terminal.   Oxygen has a negative charge so it will evolve 

from the positive terminal.   

 
Questions: 

 

1. For every water molecule broken how much oxygen and how much hydrogen 

is produced? 

 

 

 

2. Because you cannot destroy matter……..    Balance the equation:      _____H-

2O --» ____O2 + ____H2 

 

 

3. Water can be broken down by _________________ means.   

 

 

4. When you burn water Hydrogen in the presence of oxygen what is the waste 

product? 

 

 

5. Explain how the glowing splint and the flame test prove we had oxygen and 

hydrogen? 

 

 

6. How much more efficient is burning hydrogen then coal? 


